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Summary

Effect of immobility on OMR

Volumetric reconstruction

A repeated inescapable aversive stimulus can cause many
species to enter a helpless behavioral state 1,2. To better
understand the neural activity that underlies this state, we
develop a related behavioral paradigm for the juvenile
zebrafish (13-16 dpf) – an organism with a small and
optically accessible brain. Our protocol causes fish to enter
a context-dependent reduced mobility state. To understand
this brain state, we use light field tomography 3,4,5, a
scanless volumetric imaging technique, to image neuronal
Ca2+ signals across the entire fish brain synchronously at
15Hz and with near-cellular resolution while fish undergo a
head-fixed version of the protocol.

Immobile state significantly reduces the optomotor
response (OMR) of juvenile fish.

Each light field is used to reconstruct the volumetric
distribution of fluorescence 4,5.
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a, fish typically move in the direction of whole-field motion (grating,
5 mm/s, 8 mm width, 50% duty cycle). b, fish exposed to our
inescapable shock protocol show significantly reduced OMR
compared to controls. c, movement of an individual fish in response
to whole field motion (green bars) before (left) and after (right) our
inescapable shock protocol.
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a, timeline of protocol. During inescapable shock 50ms 5V pulses
are delivered across the tank at 1Hz in random 60s bouts. Water
depth 8 mm. b, movements of two representative fish. Both show
reduced mobility following inescapable shock, but only the fish
tested in the neutral tank (bottom) recovers mobility. c, average
median speed of the fish in each condition (fish with initial velocities
< 1 mm/s excluded). d, time course of reduced mobility onset for
fish receiving shock (top) compared to controls (bottom).

Visual cues alone maintain reduced mobility state.

A light field contains low-resolution images of the sample
from many different viewpoints.
a Tiled sub-aperture images
b Sub-aperture image (22,14)
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Neutral Tank / Shock Water (n=15)
Shock Tank / Neutral Water (n=12)
Shock Tank / Shock Water (n=32)

a, orthographic and perspective views (right) of volume
reconstruction from light field (left) of 500 µm agarose cube
containing 2 µm fluorescent beads (Spherotech) imaged using a 25x
0.5 NA objective and 125 µm f/25 microlens array. Reconstructed
using 2.5 x 2.5 x 5 µm voxels. b, volume reconstruction from light
field of 13 dpf zebrafish Tg(elavl3:GCaMP5G) 6 imaged using a 20x
0.5 NA objective and 125 µm f/20 microlens array. Reconstructed
using 3.125 x 3.135 x 5 µm voxels. c, montage of all 50 z-slices in
reconstruction. d, perspective view of reconstruction.
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a, Nikon microscope augmented with light field imaging system
(custom parts, Sutter Instruments). b, raw image captured on the
sensor of a light field microscope (12.5x, 0.3 NA, 125 µm lenslet
pitch, f/20 lenslets). Each pixel is referenced using (s,t,u,v) instead
of (x,y). c, each circular lenslet image (s,t) represents a spatial
location in the object plane. d, the pixels within a lenslet image (u,v)
encode the angular distribution of light at that spatial location.
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a, light field after rearranging the pixels such that the angular
dimensions are outermost. The light field now appears as many tiny
images of the specimen. b, a single subaperature image.

a, schematic of virtual reality light field imaging system for
zebrafish. b, photograph of zebrafish embedded in 1.5% low melting
point agarose above projection screen (top), and sample images of
the zebrafish tail processed by VR system (bottom). c, the location of
neural sources extracted from 10Hz volumetric calcium imaging of
Tg(elavl3:GCamP5) zebrafish are distributed throughout the brain.
d, frequency of movement patterns of head-fixed zebrafish are
highly variable (blue, shocked; black, control). e, sampling of
calcium signals before and after shock protocol in fish that exhibited
reduced movement after shock. Top row shows change in tail
curvature (black) and number of movements bouts per second during
shocking (red) and between shocking (blue).
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a, illustration of light field PSF generated by a point emitter on (left)
and off (right) the focal plane. b, to reconstruct a volume from a light
field, the PSFs are used as a forward optical model, and the
Richardson-Lucy deconvolution algorithm is then used to find the
volume that has the maximum likelihood of producing the light field.

Light field tomography allows high-speed scanless
volumetric imaging 3.
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• Inescapable shock results in contextual immobility in
juvenile zebrafish.
• Contextual immobility suppresses OMR.
• Light field tomography enables synchronous video-rate
volumetric calcium imaging of entire zebrafish brain.
• We have a developed a head fixed version of the
inescapable shock protocol and are working to replicate
the free swimming response.
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